
Elite Level Sport Marketing 
 [Video Production Internship] 

 
Background: Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) is a firm that specializes in the development of 
marketing plans and content for sport businesses, organizations, and programs.  As an emerging 
firm, ELSM is looking for a passionate individual who is excited about getting involved in video 
production projects to develop their skill sets and resume.  For the candidate who is chosen for the 
internship, there will be a wide range of marketing activities (see below) that will help provide an 
innovative, hands on experience for the individual.  The individual chosen for the internship will start in 
late August or early September and will serve in the role until the end of the 2013-14 academic year 
(longer if preferred). 
 
Internship Area: The objective for ELSM is to find an individual with video 
production experience who is passionate about creating promotional videos 
to help enhance marketing efforts.  With that being said, the ultimate goal is 
to find a highly motivated individual who is looking for unique opportunities to 
showcase their video editing skill sets in a sport marketing environment.  
The intern will serve in the following capacities (examples – not limited to): 
 

v Development of videos to promote highlight ELSM/partner initiatives 
 

v Creation of videos to help promote NCAA Olympic programs and key events 
 

v Brainstorm potential videos to enhance ELSM efforts 
 
Qualifications: As previously mentioned, ELSM is looking for a highly motivated individual who has a 
proactive mindset.  However, given the capacities outlined above, it would be ideal to find an individual 
who has a background in video editing/production.  Additionally, some of the other required and 
preferred skill sets are listed below as well. 
 

v Experience with editing software (e.g., Final Cut Pro) or similar program 
 

v Knowledge of sports is preferred, but not required – Interest is a requirement. 
 

v Interest in stepping out of comfort zone to learn new skill sets. 
 
Requirements:  
 

v Meet with internship coordinator and marketing team on a weekly basis to discuss project 
updates and progress. 
 

v Assist in the marketing capacities assigned by the internship coordinator. 
 

v Travel to key sport event in November in Washington DC (negotiable, but preferred) 
 

v Strive to innovate in all marketing capacities that you are assigned! 
 
Contact: Please send email with cover letter and resume to Dr. Coyte Cooper (ceo@elsmarketing.org) 
by April 15, 2013 to receive full consideration for the internship. Review will begin at this point and 
will continue until filled. 
 

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower”  
(Steve Jobs) 

 
Related ELSM new media information: Twitter (@ELSMarketing; @coytecooper) 


